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There are several L�G carriers due for delivery this year but with projects due to come on

stream, the vessels should be taken up, either entering directly into their designated trades,

or taking advantage of what should be a growing charter market.

Among the projects due to start up is the giant Yamal gas export terminal located at the

new port of Sabetta on the Yamal Peninsular. The first of the Arc7 L�GCs has already

arrived for berthing and commissioning trials. 

The US export facilities could gain ground in 2017 aided by the opening of the larger

Panama Canal lock system, thus giving shorter access for ships from the US to the 

Asian markets. 

The few L�GC orders announced last year have been contracted on the back of long

term projects or were specialist FSRUs, which are gaining in popularity being a ‘quick

fix’ for a receiving terminal.  

Older tonnage could be converted into FSRUs, or FL�Gs should the market dictate this

year, rather than simply end up at the recycling yards. We have seen hardly any vessels

sold for recycling in 2016, a situation that is likely to continue this year.

The L�G for fuel lobby is increasing and we are seeing more vessels ordered of all types with dual fuel capabilities. This should

continue this year, especially as the IMO has announced that 2020 is the date for the enforcement of the 0.5% sulphur cap.  
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EDITOR
The LNG Journal LNG Shipping Review 2017 is edited by Ian

Cochran who has had over 40 years’ experience in the shipping

industry, both as a journalist and working as Research Manager

for a London-based shipowner. 

He started his journalistic career with the Corporation of Lloyd’s,

before joining Benn Brothers, at the time publishers of Shipping
World & Shipbuilder. He then spent five years working in the

chartering department as Research Manager for a containership

owner.

Following this, he went back to journalism and was appointed

Deputy Editor of Lloyd’s Ship Manager, published by Lloyd’s of

London Press, now Informa. 

He was then offered the post of Baltic Exchange Correspondent

on the daily newspaper Lloyd’s List. This was followed by a

short period on secondment in Hong Kong, before he returned

to the UK to take up the position as London Correspondent for

the Norwegian weekly newspaper TradeWinds. 

He is currently editor of TANKEROperator and LNG Shipping
News (part of the LNG Journal publications portfolio), following

a stint as Managing Editor of Marine Equipment News,
International Shiprepair News and International Offshore News.
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The 2017 issue of L�G Shipping Review will contain our usual look at the industry’s leading players – owners, managers and

operators. 

This is an ever changing listing, as more players enter the market and vessels are delivered, change hands, or are deleted by

way of recycling or converted for future projects.  

We will also include a profile of a leading player in the market highlighting the company’s L�G involvement, how it got to the

position it finds itself in today and its future plans. 

Planned repair and maintenance is key to operating these vessels for up to 40 years, as is the construction methodology, their

containment and propulsion systems, etc.   

Shell’s giant ‘Prelude’ FPSO project is probably coming on stream this year and could be followed by orders for more large

floating gas plants, although costs will come into the equation. FSRUs are becoming increasingly popular as ‘quick fix’

receiving terminals.   

L�G as a fuel is gaining momentum although at a slower pace than originally thought. However, this could change as the IMO

has announced that 2020 is the implementation year for the low sulphur fuel cap. 

We will also take another look at the long, medium and spot charter markets with the help of industry sources.

EDITORIAL CONTENTS 

Market Commentary | LNG as Fuel |Coastal/Bunker LNGCs | 

Arctic Update | Company Profile | Owner/Operator Listings 
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LNG shipping
ReviewThe subscriber base of L�G Journal and L�G Shipping Review is made up of CEO’s and senior engineers involved with new

projects in shipping and construction and import and production plants. 

Marine managers working in Safety, Training/ Simulation, Ship-to-Shore, and FL�G also read L�G Shipping Review, as do all the

major Charterers, Ship Operators and Owners involved in the L�G shipping sector. 
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PROPULSION SYSTEMS - GAS TURBINES
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four engineering crew members versus diesel-

powered ships. For normal scheduled

maintenance, the entire turbine can be

removed and replaced within 24 hours. The

combination of outstanding reliability and gas

turbine swapping greatly reduces downtime

and minimises interruption to ship operations,

GE said.. 

COMMERCIAL SHIP

The LNGC and/or containership designs,

outlined below, were developed jointly with

GE, have received Approval in Principle (AiP)

from either Lloyd’s Register or ABS, and use

GE’s dual fuel LM2500 gas turbine. 

The designs will save on capital and

operating expenses, and the reduction in

weight compared to diesel engines is expected

to be around 80% lower with gas turbines.

This allows for design flexibility to increase

ship efficiency or to carry additional cargo.

• Dalian Shipyard Industry Co (DSIC) offers 

a gas fuelled 20,000 TEU containership 

design using a COGES system.

• Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding has a 

178,000 cu m LNGC design that will 

provide an additional 4,000 cu m of LNG 

cargo space versus a traditional 174,000 cu m

LNGC powered by dual fuel engines. 

• Hyundai Heavy Industries has a 174,000 cu 

m LNGC that will use boil off gas or MGO 

for the COGES system, offering savings 

calculated at about $20 mill over the life of 

the ship. 

GE is one of several companies united in

accelerating the use of LNG as a marine fuel

through participation in the SEA\LNG cross-

industry initiative. 

Launched recently in London, the objective

of this coalition is to work closely with key

players across the value chain, including

shipping companies, classification societies,

ports, major LNG suppliers, downstream

companies, infrastructure providers and

original equipment manufacturers to ensure an

understanding of the environmental and

performance benefits of LNG as a marine

transport fuel. 

SEA\LNG aims to address market barriers

and help transform the use of LNG as a

marine fuel into a global reality.

The increased use of LNG is good news for

GE customers—on land and at sea—because

more than 95% of GE-fielded industrial

aeroderivative gas turbines burn methane

today. These are the same gas turbines used in

marine applications of which around one third

are dual fuel-capable, burning both gas and

distillate fuels.

GE said that it is continuing to work to

fully commercialise COGES-powered LNGCs

and containerships. GE also is exploring other

LNG-fueled commercial marine opportunities

for its compact and lightweight gas turbines

that produce low emissions, offer superior

reliability, fuel flexibility and ease of

maintenance. 

Early last year, GE Marine and DSIC

received an updated LR AiP for their jointly

developed gas turbine-powered LNGC design. 

The updated AIP reflects the continued

refinement of the LNGC design to take better

advantage of the unique capabilities the gas

turbine based COGES power and propulsion

system provides, GE Marine said at the time. 

“With the AiP in hand, customers can feel

confident in procuring a COGES-powered

LNG carrier,” said Brien Bolsinger, vice

president, marine operations, GE Marine at

the time. “Operational benefits of gas turbines

to naval architects, owners and operators,

include high power in a compact package and

design flexibility. The gas turbine is so

lightweight - fully 80% lighter and 30%

smaller than comparable slow-speed diesel

applications – that it can be located anywhere

on the ship.”

Schematic of  an LNGC gas turbine layout.
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medium term prospects. These prospects

would also represent an opportunity to

diversify FLNG opportunities from both a gas

source (onshore/offshore) and a geographic

perspective, Golar said.  

Another exponent of FSRU technology is

Hoegh LNG, having decided to concentrate

purely on FSRUs 

However, ‘Höegh Grace’ was employed as

an LNGC under a short term contract with

Trafigura until September, 2016 after which

she proceeded to Cartagena, Colombia, to

prepare for commissioning and start-up of the

long term FSRU contract with SPEC. 

The Colombian FSRU was on schedule to

commence commercial operations in the

fourth quarter of this year. 

In Chile, the Penco LNG FSRU project,

previously called Octopus, reached important

milestones when all permits were issued by

the regulatory authorities in July and August

this year. 

Höegh LNG said it was pursuing several

FSRU projects with expected start-up dates,

which match the delivery of the company’s

newbuilding FSRU No 7. 

The company also revealed that it was

involved in a tender process for an FSRU

project expected to be finalised shortly and

was in bilateral discussions on a second and

participating in a tender process on a third

project. The projects could reach an

investment decision in the near future.  

In preparation for the next FSRU

newbuilding order, Höegh LNG issued a

tender in June and expects to receive bids on

an early 2019 delivery from six international

shipyards. 

Assuming that a contract for FSRU No 7 is

secured, the Group was due to evaluate and

make a decision on the bids in the second half

of this year. To capture additional business

opportunities with a start-up at the end of 2017

and in 2018, Höegh LNG has ordered long

lead time equipment and signed engineering

agreements with Wärtsilä and Moss Maritime

for an FSRU conversion project. 

By starting preliminary engineering 

work before the summer 2016 and ordering

equipment on the critical timeline in advance,

the company hopes to reduce the conversion

schedule by six months - from 18 to 12 months. 

The conversion design is in line with

several of the Group’s short-listed projects,

and since the equipment can also be used for

Hoegh’s ongoing FSRU newbuilding

programme, the investment poses limited

capital risk, the company claimed. 

The Group said that it was determined to

maintain its position in the growing FSRU

segment with a target of owning 12 FSRUs 

by 2019.  

Claiming to be the first to deliver an 

FSRU on site in 2005, together with partner

EXMAR, Excelerate Energy is or has been

involved with 11 regasification projects 

and currently has nine FSRUs, some of which

are managed by EXMAR. 

LNGC GAS-UP
On 31st August, Excelerate, in collaboration

with Dubai Supply Authority (DUSUP),

completed the first commercial gas-up

operation at the Jebel Ali LNG Import

Terminal via the FSRU ‘Explorer’ . 

The FSRU gassed-up all five tanks of a

173,000 cu m LNGC, in 17 hours. DUSUP’s

ability to use an FSRU for these operations

will allow LNGCs departing regional repair

yards to avoid having to sail significant

distances in ballast to perform this required

step in the LNG cargo cycle. A second gas-up

operation was completed a few days later on

another vessel.

LEADING THE  
WAY IN MARINE 
SOLUTIONS

www.eagle.org
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ABS is a marine classification leader. The depth and 
breadth of our experience across all major sectors of 
the industry is unparalleled.

Our team of knowledgeable, experienced professionals 
is helping members, clients and industry stakeholders 
around the world find solutions to technical and 
regulatory challenges. We offer practical answers today 
as we prepare for tomorrow’s challenges, providing 
help for every phase of the project life cycle.

Contact us today to learn more about how ABS is 
developing practical and sustainable solutions.
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LNG OWNERS, OPERATORS AND CHARTERERS

N ext year and 2018 are seen as

watershed years for the future of

the LNG vessel market by many

players, due to the amount of

loading terminals due to come on stream or

increase their capacity.  
However, according to the newbuilding

orderbook supplied by Fearnleys and

reproduced in our sister publication ‘LNG

Shipping News’, there are still nearly 120

LNGCs earmarked to join the fleet by about

2020 and more orders are likely. 

This year alone, at the beginning of

November, there were another 15 LNGCs due

for delivery. For 2017, the figure is 41 and for

2018, some 44 are due to enter service. This

number drops to 15 for 2019 and there are a

couple already scheduled for 2020 and

beyond.
Of course, most of this tonnage is already

committed to long term business for

forthcoming export/import projects, due to

come open for business in the next few years,

including the giant Yamal project. Even some

of the speculative orders for 2018-2019

deliveries have found charterers willing to

lock vessels into long term deals at what are

perceived a reasonable rates.  

The cost of a standard 170,000 cu m

newbuilding has fallen on average to just

under $200 mill per vessel, as shipyards fight

for what little business comes there way. Most

yards are in serious financial trouble and

consolidation is on the cards. 

Demolition deals reported for older tonnage

were very few and far between this year, as

owners and operators sought to convert their

older tonnage into FSRUs and even FLNG

terminals. As reported in this annual review,

interest in FSRUs has blossomed this year, 

as they are seen as a quick fix for near term

projects. 

ALPHA TANKERS & FREIGHTERS

The one remaining order listed in our 2015

entry for Alpha Tankers was delivered during

September of last year.
The 160,000 cu m ‘Energy Atlantic’ 

is fitted with a GTT NO96 LO 3 type

containment system and is being managed 

by Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement

(BSM). 
There are currently no others orders being

shown for this company. AUSTRALIAN LNG SHIP

OPERATING CO (ALSOC)

ALSOC still operates four of the original

seven LNGCs built for the Northwest Shelf

project.
They entered service between 1989 and

1994. 
The vessels have undergone life extension

dockings at Sembawang in the past few years. 

AWILCO LNGFollowing the sale of three elderly gas

carriers, Awilco is now left with two TFDE

156,000 cu m LNGCs- ‘WilForce’ and

‘WilPride’. 
The first gas carrier to be sold was the

‘WilPower’, which left the fleet last year. She

Assets increasing

Projects are beginning to come together with several at the FID stage. 

This could be good news for the future of LNGCs and FSRUs. 
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